Abstract. We present preliminary results of a detailed chemical abundance analysis for a sample of solar-type stars known to exhibit excess infrared emission associated with dusty debris disks. Our sample of 28 stars was selected based on results from the Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems (FEPS) Spitzer Legacy Program, for the purpose of investigating whether the stellar atmospheres have been polluted with planetary material, which could indicate that the metallicity enhancement in stars with planets is due to metal-rich infall in the later stages of star and planet formation. The preliminary results presented here consist of precise abundances for 15 elements (C, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Co, and Ni) for half of the stars in our sample. We find that none of the stars investigated so far exhibit the expected trend of increasing elemental abundance with increasing condensation temperature, which would result from the stars having accreted planetary debris. Rather, the slopes of linear least-squares fits to the abundance data are either negative or consistent with zero. In both cases, our results may indicate that, like the Sun, the debris disk host stars are deficient in refractory elements, a possible signature of terrestrial and/or gas giant planet formation.
Sample Selection and Instrumentation
We initially selected 23 stars from those identified by Hillenbrand et al. (2008) as having "Tier 1" or "Tier 2" debris disks that had declinations above −30
• and spectral types between F5 and K5. To this list, we added 12 additional stars with infrared excesses from Carpenter et al. (2009) . Each star was observed with the echelle spectrograph of the 3.5 m telescope at Apache Point Observatory, which provides nearly complete optical wavelength coverage at a resolving power of R ≈ 31, 500. The exposure times were designed to yield signal-to-noise ratios of approximately 300:1. After reducing the data, we found that 7 stars displayed broad, blended absorption features, making them unsuitable for detailed chemical abundance analyses. Thus, these stars were dropped from the sample, leaving a total of 28 stars. Here, we present detailed results for 14 of the 28.
Detailed Chemical Abundance Analysis
Basic stellar parameters were determined spectroscopically through the usual excitation and ionization analysis and abundances were derived for 15 elements using the latest version of the LTE spectral analysis code MOOG. Our line list includes 53 Fe I lines, 6 Fe II lines, and 50 lines from other atomic species carefully chosen to be free from blends and telluric interference. Results of our spectroscopic analysis for the initial 14 stars are given in Table 1 along with the dust parameters listed in Hillenbrand et al. (2008) . 4.6 ± 0.1 +0.11 ± 0.06 −1.80 ± 3.53 <50 43 HD 206374 5520 ± 44 4.40 ± 0.08 −0.11 ± 0.03 −11.92 ± 2.89 <74 12
Note: 1 Slope of weighted linear least-squares fit to [X/H] versus T cond (in units of 10 −5 dex K −1 ).
Summary and Conclusions
We have completed a detailed chemical abundance analysis for 14 of the 28 debris disk stars in our sample, deriving basic stellar parameters and abundances for 15 elements. † All stars examined so far exhibit flat or negative slopes in plots of abundance ([X/H]) versus condensation temperature (T cond ; taken from Lodders 2003) , suggesting that the stellar atmospheres have not accreted refractory-rich planetary material. Since the Sun has been found to be deficient in refractory elements relative to solar twins (Meléndez et al. 2009 ), a result interpreted as a signature of terrestrial planet formation, and since these stars have compositions very similar to the Sun (and in some cases show even more of a deficiency in refractories), our results may indicate that planet formation has indeed occurred in these systems, and that the refractory elements are locked up in terrestrial planets or giant planet cores.
